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Lae Ki wi Dy) OW he Un) iy vot ely | /n 
pa va II of this ' eg titled, Charigty in Forth deren Mailer rehash6gs 

the Warren Commis) ion testimony of the ubtorly irrelevant White Qussian community. Ob- 

/ R 1 eS 
viously Mailer did not belivege ané excerpt he uses of George de M ohrgenschildt's 

f L- 

—
 

tes timony | that they were not really friends of the Oswald, "we were just too tay to 

be with them - period.seethey were very lost, penniless, mixed-up." Both Oswald's 

annoyed mee." PPaae 439) In his chapter 4 of his Part II “ailer has 4M 22 sources notes. Y 

Only one of them is not from the Warren Commission or House assassins published volumes. 

That one sourcos is Mot rran. “his is not a rehash of what was well kmown? Not a cut- 

and-paste gob, a Faotipton Random House Was quoted as objecting to? ‘ 

if yy by any chance Mailer imparted new information to this, that cule d be under 

standable. tut he does note He just repeats what had been so well and so publicly known 

for so many years, What else does it ke require to get rave reviews from hace reviewers , 

or fat contracts from such publishing expe empires as Random {Buse 

Part III is titled “ark Days in falas." The real dark is in/fadlor's minds 
. | ~ Hein 
He efen attrubutes to Oswald's reading onNiiea Kampf some of the overflowing 

sickness of his own mind in his endless nind reading of the dead and shrinking of them 

toe Thus his Opp Chapter 2 in it is of all thing ffor an anti-fascist whose favorite 

book was © he Angel erma, and Nailer cannot slick-talk himself around that Yow 

"was more than ready to read tilein Kampf and feel some identity with Hitlerece 

woking at a low-paying job while feeling within himself every presentiment that he 

was a man destined for grape erffatness." (page B 457) 

Never in his life did Oswald have other than "a low-paying job" other perhaps 

than in Minsk, where he did get more than others working at the same job, given to 

him by the Soviet Red Crosse But Mein “empf? When as: Mailer admits, among piher books ens 
Onur 

he réad at the same time were Shirer's Rise and Paki of the Shird Reich and MY 1984 and The 

4 

  

   

  

reputable work of gross and indecent fiction he says is nén b, poe eee 
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Brliasionrs iler*s what je likes tocll " fogic" should Oswald not have had twice the 

"oresentiment" i” aravine him more to @rwell's thinlkcing when he at the same time read 

Val tweie as much of Orwell as he did of Hitler? To say nothing of Be his extensive 

reading before and after this brief interval? 

4nd with Oswald's well-known political bediet's how can even Mailer-type" Logic" 

l 
have Ongufala “aentity" with Hitler more than with Shirer, Crvest or both? 

ia 

Najler's invention of any Oswald thiykiWe like Hitlers invented with not even 

a dubious basis fo suspectoing it, while essential to his book in fact is baseless, 

“ee NS 2/8 fla



ou ; Lh rWwA 

Mailer is long on hig "presentinnet" ncaa Ee using Hein Kampf as a source 

So he can attribute phitler-Like ambitions to Oswald but it is Nailer himself who 

  

_ Aus 
/ proves this is, po that sometime fzvorite of atten, bullshit. If we skip aheag/ to 

page 561 we find no less a pe"presentiment" that Oswald's real ambition, Mailer attrib- 

buting nr great ambition to him, was really to become President of the United States 

JFK biography 

becagte there we find Mailer reporting that Os#ld read “anchester's Yet/Portrait of a 
ral uf 

President. But, agatin using what Mailer' palms off as reason pr logic, a word he qlso ‘TESi Gent 
WN 

likes if not itso rational proctise, if Oswald were somehow ive "he cassassination, does 

his not taking from the library at the same time Solgheni tsyn's A Day in the Life of 

Ivan Bé~.sv Denisovich mean thal: what Oswald really longed for was to knock Khruschev off? 

Out vrl r/Y



bart, / I 
mead as in le we gee, even then wamamatecould be Wh all of his trick 40 

ale nes gh dling absolutly unconscionable | ws suppression of what was so 

publicly a t wl rh to know about or, if he did not, by gsuch absysmal. ig- 

norance he had no business even thinking of writing any work of even pretended nonfiction.
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a nonexdisdting basis foxpaving himself from Party with which he and 

Sshiller return from getting creamed by the ‘insk a the sickness of his ow = 6 

mind, his own self-concept and overwgehing ego and most of all fVom desparate need 

Mailer here gets into his irrational case foyw Oswald killing Kennedy because he felt that 

oe would make him a great man £ na and a world leader— as Mailer does not say and as 

would have been inevitable, from the fi jail where he'd spend the rest yf Aus life, mixat 

or from the grave if not that luc ta unconseionable and desparte 

man would be capable of this kind of worse than nonsense that all of his ettopyt 

in this iat book is intended to make seem veal we shen it was not, could not have been, 

and is as cmazy an idea -as Shrink Mailer could make up to save MELA», 215, A 

2 t wa 7 when pe Shas that Oswald was "feeling within himself every pyesensinent that 

feuedo ne fas a man destined for k reaiass against all odds," that tts total fabrication, 

without even a feasonable guspe suspicion to gave it any semblance a & of ed  ettataiy 

at all. But to make it appéar to have some basis Mailer invokes of all authorities, 
a 

words ne hor tler's Mein Kampf- about e life and imaginings! ( Mixed in 

with irrevelant additional selections maple timony by those White Russian 

emigrees Nailer has additional quotetions from Mein Kampf! 
p 

Sa rte 44. t u soy tt < ; And this is the bsis oon: ailer's whol*4 solution" through his LW peBhe.>. 

"biography" of Oswald 

With this and other iNsanities Mailer _coptimaee. t 
WANN 

now an again with selections from other such eminen 

  

    

  

No les¢hi sani¢e is Mailer's statement that in saying he did not believe Oswald 
Ky 

was the sseagen oma used that as his 3 fireyof sevving anf entirly inagifl ’ 

by Mailer, “baesy ot Sor! ving notice on th: CIA." eae 474) 

“gepi.te this, , shrinking away with no thought of even minimal reasonable 

- Wut b 
rationality, Mailer,that despite this. Mgeter~i magined "serving notice on the Cras 

"George maintained his covert stance," still another figment of the Mailer mind or 

conscious expression of hi desparate need. (page 474) 
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w 
If any \riter other than a #ailer g&eeu produced such awful slop of the mind 

he would be laughed at for the rest of his life. And al should bee But craziness: like # 

— ——____ 

this c6en coming fer from “ailer gets him rable notices and people standing in line to 

hearg him, 

Gg Yom 4 
When we a to the t= tein meaning the official truth in evidence, not 

} 

  

the overflowing at” {ntellietual sewers - Bs will then seem to be more impossiblef 
dna . 

that 3¢€ could be published and that he could be alored ‘for making it all upe 

216 fols
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Here Nailer is his usual generous seffl* h#@ does not claim an exclusive patent 

on making our history up. hus when BBB Hostein, knowing that de ohrenschildt was 

Epsteme 
al parelintie, believes voulword he says and has no inddbdont confirmation, tha yciaakcing 

p " | _f t 

our hsidseoy h¢itory Gehan, Hh 
uy 

fe ailer's words, exploring the matter further." 

That is like those beautiful clothes on the emperor of the fable, those clothes that 

did not exist. Theré was no such matter to ¢#"explore." But saying it surely helps 

ay 
gell books. Continuing, nothing omitted in quotation,
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#Sick as this is, obviously insane without any question at pul utterly source= 

less as the Jéoult, is is what the "intelligence " experts like tne isis Finder revelled 

in and waxed rhapsodic about. Mailer next devotes this rare telents of his to a eotnd! 

young Japanese woman 7 named Yaeko Okui who yas at a Christman mary rith mest of 

the “hite Russian fie ofmund. tye pases 477-80) She was a musician, mere with the 

“alles gymphony and was fron é { very fine Japanese familye cee weaitiy. , (ve e 477) 

But that does not fool Mailer one bite No, sir, not the littlest he eT a siree, 

not the Harlot's ‘host efpert on poking that he ise And neither did ofbeta's talking 

Japanese OTe 

fuse 
11 cover that Mailer sees through, of courses 

ion Os indoanachllt ud 322 a cllee says of a 

r+ To all appearances he was busy 
chasing a couple ‘of girls, but his antennae were out and he 
remarked to Marina: “That Japanese girl—I don’t trust her. I 

think she works for some government or other, but which 

one, I don’t know.”!! 

  

We can take it for granted that De Mohrenschildt, in the course 

of debriefing Oswald, would have had many conversations with 

him-about sex and would have known of his considerable regard 
for Japanese women. In Legend, Edward Epstein explores the mat- 

ter further: 

  

George De Mohrenschildt subsequently testified that 

— ... [Oswald] had made some “contacts with Communists in 

| Japan” and that these “contacts” had induced him to go to the 
Soviet Union. At least this was what Oswald had confided to 

y him. Now, as he watched them talk across the room, he won- 

dered whether [Yaeko] might be trying to find out about this 

earlier period in Oswald’s life. In any case, [George] didn’t 

trust her. 
Yaeko herself never fully divulged the contents of this long 

conversation with Oswald... She would later say when ques- 
tioned by the FBI in 1964 that she and Oswald had discussed 
“flower arrangements.” 

At about midnight, De Mohrenschildt suggested to Oswald 
that they leave ... Oswald wrote down a number that Yaeko 
gave him, as Marina observed; then he followed De Mohren- 

schildt out the door.” 

 



™
 
a
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Harlot's Ghosting he way merrily along Mailer gives us much to consider so pe 

i break the quotation Sf this pppoigrt to note that his footnote 11 Yeferring 4% to tnat 30 

"Japanese girl" is to Me"illan's books For deliohrenschilat' s 4 "debriefingnof Oswald, "# 

what “silers says "we can take it for granted," bécause Mailer says we can take it for 

af 
granted we have no choice. “e has no source, there , none other than oozes Yrom wa 

his mind and he strfggles to med his near Ades wg he lo sudny Alb Orel 

Fot @il th é rést Nailer has bat that footnote + Kix 12. It reads, Hitch 

"Epstein; BExemaiix Of Cite pp. 481-2)"(page dx) Although sh ig Mailer says Tete 

he /efers to Nclliz1an. Epstein's book is not that longe ee ct seys-whet-ling ter 

J 

says 48 whatthat it is in Legend that Epstein "exploresfurther dat I quote abguve, 

"We can take it for granted that De Mohrenschildt, in the course off debriefing Oswald, 

would have had many conversations with him about sexe" That is "debriefing" Harlot's 

Ghost variety, for intelligence purposes? Ly 

"Many conversa ‘tional? How many i¢ that many. By most coneepts de “ohrensch- he 
i] ZO \ 1 

: ciel : i1dt and Ovwa=Oc Oswald did not have than saahy co vate hectings dn diag pth. 

Mailor's reference to de Mohrenschildt's "subswgaeny” testimony, which does 

not even suggest where he teStified or to what it was "subsequent," has no source note 

unless that« (t004 cones #f from MeMilian. But then Mailer has all the printed testimony 

of both the Warren Commission ani the House ssassins as the two leading items in 

aed qt Ej Ste m | Ga) mf Als h that y fr vw Mae’ tubkeg Qd 
bibliography, so eke he use “cliikilanjas a source for|his own sources? 7 a; 

W Ronen, Mailer actually says in this monumental book of his that de Mohren — 
" 

_ Me. f 

shildt killed hi usclf to avoid meeting with the House inves! igator because Be — 

ft 

Sei lot west afeeisd that testimony beforeit would ruin hine So it cannot be ee 
{ 

cots he noe Zavee © nad 3.30 

a does says his book, byt its subtitle, ig ayl American Mystery" Liss 

th 2 2 on must remain, part of that mystery 

mM osler’s ve Oo 

Whatever té alleged source, what is qfoted is enturly unreal, although Host@ein 

did fabricate a ridioulogs case of Oswald as a Communist agent in Japane
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of es be to sof phat dpa he 

Leis all (based on assuxptions that=éo not exést and have no reason to existe 
“@ 

(5 There is no reason even to suspect that the Japanese ™#%8 musician from her wealthy 

Ay” qe - 
fanily ig-worlcdng for Japanese intelligence. Or for the crf e Or that deliohrenschildt oe 

/ iy g- <—) 
hal any kind of "operation" in the CIA, Or that it needeq him for one, Or that he 

of 
had been given any deena bay that the noting with oles was arranged. Or that 

dwt 

there has been any assignment to her to "debrief" Angu Mailer loves that word without 
! 

any understanifing of what it is and me afte ittjOr that Oswald 
OL 

had any intelligence information at all that 

  

   

  

     

  

spvokeries—that id >than ve des én changed and thus 

—ne—longer—had- amy teaming. ~r that intelligence confacts are made in pulp ofiaces. 

UY Ov that fer Okui to see Oswald it had to be at a party if she had uwérked for the 

Japanese interiighbpes Dh jr Whe Ll. - 

None of this is even sensible fiction for readers past high-school freshman. 

And what kind of "intelligence" could Oswald obtain working as a shipping 

clerk on school text books for which that imagined™see "deeper use can be made of him?" 

"Deeper use" of a stock clerk on school gexts? 

"Deeper use," of course, implies an existing use not as £"deep," whatever that 

nay be intended to mean and is not spook tradecraft other than in the nitiiness of such 

authorities as Harlot's “host. Which was enirely kef fabricated anyway. 

Fuis is not even, reviewer's word, "brilliant" as fabricatione It would adiferace 

the writing of a reasonably intelligen¢gé teenager. yi reflects the "deepest" ignorancce 

of what intelligence is, real intelligence or the dirty works some of it has degenerated 

into. Tne best that can be said for this juvenility by a septegenarian is that itis more 

of his “erlot's Mchosting with our history and with what people can know fiand beliovags 

Uihat if they believe any of it at all will confuse them even more. ¢€V\ : 2 

Not a word of this is true, not a single worde Not a word of it . even possible. 

It is not even rational for a novel.Ne matter how “« much the hack” re¥6 aware rival 

As 
gg each other in their praises of it and of Mg@iler for making it all up when{so out of 

contact with #7 any rality at all. > / fs
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"Inteliigence experts" like the Post's Finder and the Sunday “smes' Powers, who 

wrote a % biography of the CIA's richard Helms cold Losfsmeie this as the most awful 

{fina of angie trash? Did not puke on reading it 

On the Yois of cem—m comion senge alonXall other reviewers had no question 

te 

  

about this stuff? It is incredible but as we see this is far from the ony “only Allustration 

of-tt. 
© 

Sncredible! absolybely incredible!
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The quotation from Page 479 that + interrupted, continues, nothing omitted: 

a. _ 

__ As happens over and over in attempting to find a credible route 
through Oswald’s adventures, the tr ail forks, then divides again: 
1) It is all as it seems on the surface; Oswald has found an attractive 

girl who likes him. 2) De Mohrenschildt is not, in fact, prepared 
for Miss Okui, since she is working for Japanese intelligence. 3) As 

we Marina believes, Yaeko Okui is connected to the CIA, only it is for 

~a section that is not connected to George’s operation. Or, 4) De 
Mohrenschildt has been given instructions, and the meeting with 
the young lady has been arranged in advance—Miss Okui is there 

  

  to become friends with Oswald and debrief him in depth to see 
whether deeper use can be made of him. Indeed, Miss Okui is 

exactly the reason that George brought the Oswalds to the party, 
a 4 and Jeanne are only pretending to be distrustful. id ol 41430 

Pex): pe “et before he diesg perhaps after a nice loMe@ rest in thé booby-hateh 
—_ (Wbre ute wy 

that thid jl kind of writing indicates “ailer¥ wally does need, he may see that 
~ hv absolutely 

sthe-onty Moakis"route " to be followel bachutedt crazy series of "trails" that do not 

sk le 
exist,that there was no reason for them to \xist, that there was not even a rational 

  

basis for even suspeting any one of them= that it is all mais aay no matter how 

nok the Finders of hack reviewing adore him for his scholarship and Ww his priligince. 

0, A 
    

    

of, 
But I do note that tal that delg@c Mohrenschildt vorkefor the CIA 

bee not as an employee. 

< . s 7 ws . 2 * a 

it “ailer carries ghis fiction he fays is nonfiction forward in his next chapter, 

: ipa : : s a . Me 

whieh refers te the CIA in its title, Grubs for the Organizations Its firt words are: 

If one would ask why the CIA would now be interested to ibis 
degree in Lee Harvey Oswald, it may be worth offering one 

i insight on the complex nature of the Agency. be page 482() ihetpesete 

  

IH re of Malo’s \ be 
Shomey ie thane Harlot's Ghosting of the #@ 1g, is # too 7 too 

Sy, cone 
_ 

tae Mailer's juvenile iSetet of the A CIA, vonafo 

  

< LFA lo 7m bef 
_Eeefeted dreadful-style.of an ignorant névelist who is by aeetae Me 3 SO ignorant he cannot goffteal even 

‘ ae
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And ga~asgi again neither of those "infé)ligence experts, Finder of Powers, 

perceived this, any of it, especially Powers who rescarched and wrote his Helms bio- 

graphy "pert" is hardly the right word for their not spotting any of this!
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EL . 2 h g 7 : 

We The beginning yer 8 following paragraph tie ayotingas he 

. * 2 . : ° . 4 - 

continues to imagine himself tHe Harlot's Ghost in(writing, despite his apologies to 
wcuthen | SYK tfitr vt) 

ee sa 
the CLA-Rbeut that dreadfully bad book as it relates to the CIA: ord 234 

ee oo. ; & 

- melt It will not come as shocking information to most readers that 

j _ through the Bay of Pigs, and then for the year and a half that fol- — 

lowed, there had been a working agreement between the CIA and 

AA the Mafia to assassinate Fidel Castro. It had been perhaps the most 

important and secret aspect of a large effort, called Operation 

Mongoose, that worked out of the most powerful CIA base in the 

world, JM/WAVE, stationed in Miami.and southern Florida for 

| the purpose of harassing Cuba through a variety of raids, bomb- 

a / ings, and other means of sabotage. (Page 408) 

! 

_ . / y Ake il 

fleiler is correét in say that nes of what I(quote will come as % shocking 
ul More 

information. There is a mtnfhe Harlot's ghost reason it will not shcok shock. It is 

/ kG 
ali false, all from Mailer's endless snapise bat becomes instarl fact s soon as it 

pops up in his minds, which is as soon’s he thinks he needs instant facte 
UA - 

First of all there was no "working agreement between the CIA and the Mafia to 

x ome 

assassinate Castro." it was an agweenont with Robert Maheu as the intermediary between 
~ Mafia 4 

six of the top CTA exile utives and Goes or the \astog/“wtho aif. did not lonzs survive ye th weg 

Wrereosenc. Sam "Momo" Giancana and John Roselli were bothlessassinated, Roselli dis- 
mepbered and fed to the fishe an okt Hume 

It was not at the beginni. ay off rigs. It was conceived and arranged 

    

ons p adeing pe tale tte as Pg ald the Oxyd / 9) “Up~7. 

was not part of Operarion “ongoosee 

oulWave was not part of it and if it knew about it, it knew only informally. 

It was not informed by headquarters. ons 334 

dnd it has nothing to do with "raids, bombings and other means of sabotagee" 
/ 

T canbay these things because I havey and PeRHO PEPER I offered “ailer 

acces! too ali | have, as I do with all writing iy ‘the fifeay” the C@A's records on thise
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What also is veyondpe.iet is itha} later in this very paragraph Mailer says 

he does not really.i}mow a thing about the solution to the 1902 Cuba Missile Crisis by 

saying that it did what it was not do and ghot saying it did vat y it did do. He says 

it “was fo avdert further nuclear confrontation." it was in fact to remove the 

danger of nuclear confrontation Es—anéd over Cuba odGaia nothing about any other 

1 amet 
eonfrontation of any fina anywehere in the wordd. 4s Nailer aod \x* say, the solution 

Kennedy's 6Eabee—bo-e promise to guarantee Gaba against any invasion. tiailer then 

Says as a hi byproduce" of this nofexisteing averting of "furthed mal nucléar @on=- 

a) . A i vv = 

fryntatation" Kenedy "gave orders to cut down on Uperation “ongoose." +t was in fact 

  

Lavk 1    

  

ended. hot just "cut down on." 

Then this character who gets away with making it up as he goes and having 

that seea acclaimed as nonfiction i ‘Soon aft er, the FBI began to disarm various 

amt, anti-Castiio Nir that until then had been in f special training Cainpse +e) hat was 

not a function of the FBI and the FBI did not do ite To the degree it was done it was A 

done by the autizbzed federal and local authorities. 

il . u 

As a result there were schisms within the eta, Heiter continues, some feeling 
L w/t 

ebtrayed.) To them, " this scerg who has no sources for wnat he makes up and needs none, 
ul 

" Oswald could certainly ha\je been of interesteIf jhe 5 sswe-qawants to know why, it is 

[De Atadin Ww : ad : 
not in Nailer*s book, Needing no sources for what there can be no source, none of it 

    
            

a 

being real or even tangible enough to warrant OK conjecture, Nailer then intones, 

w th his usval conjecture, 

\ “ee eit is possible that Be Hohrenschildt, in his debriefings on Oswald, had 
\ turer 

py ese passed along a favorable verdict:'this fellow is essentially desparate ze-t oES 

ip u a enough to pull off quite a few things." ({ pose HI 

| ror 3 oe Not nearly as desparate as Hailer who none o: this is soruces, noth of it 

being even within reasone 

There is no reason to believe that de Mohrenschi.ldt had ever bees/"debriefed" 

by anyone abouy about anythin at all. He was fom ye ermiewed by the Domestic 

Yontact Service sbout his for foreign travedit and work, absolutely normal,.absbe — * 5 .
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above-board, legal and proper and nonsecrete 

There was absolutely no reason for the Domestic Gntact S ervice, the only ones 

to Speak tide Mohnrenshcilfdt, or any other part of the Cia to ‘ave any interest in 

O:wald that if one had existed the Yonsetic Contact Service could have spodich: to set 

about openly, not clandestinely. 

PAT on all this Snok-tetdon penny-dreadful writing Mailer has yet to even hint 

at any knowledge of interest to the $14 Oswuld had or could have hade 

Disy fer “ay 
            @3s only an intelligence ignoramus 

like Mailer would not know, it would use its own experienced and trusted employees to 

obtain the information about him it wanted in the usual] and normal wa Ys in such matters, 

not through a geologist who had had slight social contact only with hime 

(dt ! ih tths does sssume what there i no reason toassume, that the CpA/had axy 

Aur oy 
interg interest in Oswald. 

Or, and this is Mailer's childish conception of how intelligence agencies 

ye 
work, if by any chele the CIA had had any interest in any)"desparate enough to do 

t 

anything, " they would have been specialists in the (eorisrtat sare the cz might want, not aA 

kids with no skills @ of any kind. And for what Mailer implies, killing Kennedy, 3 2G 

it would eeftainy certainly have been a s# superb shooter with a weapong in which be 

was sicilled and a record of being an e&cellent shot. One not by any means with Oswald's 

pubic reputation. 

_ - “ uf one 
"Pew things" Nailer? what kind ot things besides assassination for which no g 

Zz 

2 : ‘ 
\jye Oswald would ever be considered. whe kind of "things" did the CIA need done that it 

had to g@ outside its stadd start to get done? 

Othepr than in the ignommt and irrational mind of a self-import subject- 

matter ignoremus who believes that whatever childish nonsense suggests itself is real 

only because it occured to him and bags he is the genius of all geniuses on intelligence 

and anytning related to ite 

S alk this childishnes he makes up he has n@ reason to believe | vei that for 
z



frre ilowtify, / 
that "things" he is careful not to meantron, which disturbed not a single reviewer, 

the CIA preferred “desparate” people. 

REXPRRANBAGKBPABNAXBARKERS 'Tnere is more of this imagined and theoretical 

piftte.—nesvas—vericus—peee «Nailer xongs conjectures if presume that Oswald ag being 

and MIN SEIN 
Gpaid by soucone, dniguing au imagined boyfriend for special seryices, but he at no 

: ‘ 
: ao hey mk, pits Mh AN 

point quetes Marina on ther Once having enough to live decently ony fe does conjecture 

that Oswald used some of that imagined money to repay the State Department for the money 

it advance to bring the Oswalds here but ss il co was smal\and he had repaid 4 

some of ite The total tena loan was for only $345.71.Unable to prove a thing Nailer 

literally invokes his novel about the cid} that it laughed at as autuority to say hat 

hogoking someone is easily done by paying off a debt of his. 

Nailer ends this chapter with the frank admission, " We have efr3sed over 

wholly int a now spend’ an honest statement and\amissiion truly if in this 
pete! Mi Mealr 

A 

euc 

a3t 
dreadful book& but the question remains vital: was Oswald being groomed to become # 

(page 484) 
some sort of preva provocateur in left-wing orgaNi zations?" i 

  

at) 

> 2 “ 2 a . 2 - 2 C 

The question is vital in Nailer's mind only, not in fact or realoty «Pofvo~ 

cateurs in domestic orgeMizations was outside the CIA permitted activities or inter~ 

nr 

esta th part kécause that was the turf of the FBI and they had enough problems over 
A Deter with Mallirs mnvented 

¢ Silliness. No matter       what made a difference to them without 

  

how that “ack Sennett of intelligence agencies, Nailer, may regard it. Or essential ae 

he regards it in his rescue oi Oswald in Miinsic. 

Bao To put it simply, the "qyjestion" that hfailer says is "vital" is a 

quest/on that in freallty does not exist. 
——— —— L 

Nailer meanders astiesm around with 4 even a dip back to Minsk with more ‘ 

7 
imaginings that mean nothing at allj|xcept as part of an amateurish plot of a bad neves 

But in the course of it he is puidding up to call Oswald the assassin based on no 

evidence at alle Busdding conjecture on stnapinech Nontoct Chat has no basis at all 

and, of course has no source note, none being possible for the inside of Meiler's mind,
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this is "Logie?" we 97 

  

“ven as entircly imagined, which is wiat it is, ig is simply crazy!
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“Gnfinished business" from when he was a boy? What “Ssesai"untinished business?" 
=— 

Wailer does not say so again if the roader wants te imow the reader will have 

to become Mailer and do as Haiiler does, just mage it Upe 

But mys
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# . these are thd the fitst words of his Chapter 9,"AStoicism, Majestic in Purpose.": 

s eo | 

In the depths of Oswald’s logic lies an equation: Any man who is 
yl” possessed of enough political passion to reach murderous intensity 

in his deeds is entitled to a seat at the high table of world leaders. 
Such may have been Oswald’s measure. The route to becoming a 
great political leader—given his own poor beginnings—might 
have to pass through acts of assassination. \Pase. 505) 

: s ' 4 

Yo paraphrise “arina, Socrates it isn +.’ 

Nor is it even reasofrable. 

92 on = mailer 
But leo. lants his notion as a substitute for evidence and builds on it as he 

a a Ws ees conjecturese ¥ he Tan were eh oe wren wisps Lover 4 

Part IV is"the Big Fesys" (pages (P23 et) Mailer likes Ce aa and rarely—-used 

rofere's to it better than [lew leans, this being a work of nonfiction. His style of 

nonfiction is that of a nevolist when he Sescee the clnce to work little local stories 

in‘ash as he does at the beginning of his Ppter 2 It has the provfcatives title, 

M eilgy 
within quotes, "He Welks and *alks “ike sotunl Nan! [ker Corins 4 its second paregraph with 

bee Ne what is indispendible to i 

foung-of hes basciessconjecturia, "T+ could imxsakt also be said." What is it that 

"could also be sand?" 

  

Fe It could also be said that Lee had unfinished business in New 
| Orleans, having spent part of his adolescence (once Marguerite 

/ could no longer afford the rent at Myrtle Evans’ apartment) living 
in an apartment over a pool hall on a street on the edge of the 
French Quarter, Exchange Alley, which had its share of whores, 
small-time hoods, and petty gamblers. Rare is the adolescent who — , 
listens to such nocturnal action from a second-story window with- 
out expectations, building up in him of a dramatic ek life to 
come. ee 

(page 533) 
_ Mare HEN what you. do miss here! 

  

=’ 

If Mailer knew gfything about New Orleans what he says aboug pre, , oa 

Goa Lift Lalo "lice bbe he ls yy 
gpexisting narrow 1 stestve street that was an alley to begin Wi poould have re Said ad 

gbout uch of NewYrleanse When Nailer says oi the Frnech gQuarter that it "had its A 

ev 
share oi whores The did sosething to which he is not prone? he understated. But in making 589 

up his nonexisting c case gz “Of Oswald as a h omosexual here is where he missed a real trick, 

Harlier I quotef what that former friend of Oswald's in the “arines told me that
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vy) 
ines included what + later proved to be fact, of Osgala' s very high security clear= 

( 

. . . Ww . 
ances when he.as a Naring, He also told me that Osifald jas a pool shark, that he loved to 

  

shoot pooly let they dfa Wi it often together, ax 

in the course of checking ghat out although the narrow alley did still dxist, 

and the back door of Orest *ena's Habana Yar and Grill Cos ¢ Exchange Alley, what 

had been on the other side of that alley had been torn down when 1 was theree In fact 

- 5 \ 
whevever - was there in 1967 and 1963, Iwas there fairly often toXee Orest and speak 

to some of his employees. 4d checking Oswald as a kid pool shark took me back there, 
me lal 

although the pool hall and that building s—24a no longer Were 
t of the French quarter. Lt was ,on 

“ailer could have said that place Was offtwo edged of the "rench Quarter 

A use! 
the edge toward the, ver and the edge tybdra Canal Street, the main street in that area 

Z 
and the dividing street between uptown and downtown, which are revereSid in ewidreans. 

It is not surprising that Mailer has only sources he cut and pasted(for this 

chapter. Nothing local, nothing forte anyone who knew anything av Bout what he writes 
Only the hearings, licliillan and Posnerss (fehu# ; 

about.) And nothing abgout that bu¢lding)at 126 and other buédlings near ite 
His sources include Netter ior Posrier 
He-draws—om Me'4illan and Posner, neither one of whon did any checking ghhere, either. 

    

4nd thus it was that Mailer did not know that the apartment fnext to that oi the Usw@ld's 
a son of ayn, he 

was tenanted by wW/*r and Mrs. Sawyer. ss ownd the nearby Sgciety “age bar, hich called 

zvpedt a cocktail lounge. His wife was so well imonfi) as "Mom" I've forgotten hefreal J 

W 
name but L think it is mmildved Mildred. They had had to relocate the-bazZ when those 240 

ld vga 
. 

bichsiergs were torn down. They™ee relocated only a short walk away, at 819 Ste—Louls 
Af Bxchnfge had gone that far, as it did note 

runs Yom nearby river at right angles to Bxheange) When - found Mom there a few 
blocks 

f 
btees from the river «fox told me that she had had the apartment next to her son's. 

St, Hous Street 

She remembered that the boy was alone much too often and for too long. 

Wath the possible exception of San “fancisco New Orleans had what may Have 

been the largest percentage of himosexuals in its population. Most of the time Pt was 
away o/s TN ttn i Av hyd ‘Ltt by eAtlafUr, 

quite tolerant of (Clay Shaw was well and publicly known as a homosexua/ and was 

widely respected socially and in budiness. The French Quarter held quite a few homo~ 
and restauranise 
sexual bars) that catering to homosexuals and—tkese owned by them, the Society et 

©
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C torch ty them, - 
was-one; before and after it moved to St. Souis Street. 

whe : Pe a March 16, 1968% the date ead 44 after returning h me 4, 

I had picked the mpbring to go there to avoid the rush of business later. Hon' s(bartended 

ait been with her forseven WY years, bednning at the old place near where she had lived «» te 

" ebeeCho *Cenraclds and near that pool hall. 

So, what Mailer missed, is that as a boy Oswald lived where homosexuals hung 

out. £ asked the barkeep if Uswald had had any association with them and he said not, 

not at all. So, when Oswald had the oppobtuni ty to make a little money when he had 

none he did not make it the way Mailer conjecturese 

Gae tio Pexitoen, whoge | Ae also gave me the name of the poolhall 

in which Oswald the boy bung out. It was White's. ewe SM \ 

%o, Mailer not only misses his chance he made incorrectassumptions and them 

based on what he had no personal inow/ledge of, what he got from the hoxrings, where 

there was no first¢-Land information and’ iron fbitian and Posner, neither of whom had 
hyn 

While HiHedte, Nailer is correct in saying that wh res, small-time hoods wand 
    awd, 
     any’ 

— Mee ee = Br 
petty fanz gamblers were numerous there when Oswe ld was a boy) Oswald did not know 

about them "from a second—storey window" only and he and the homox Sexuals who were 

more numerous there because they patronized The Society Page had nothing # a0 with 

each othere 

oving missed a legitimate opportunity to make it appear that Oswald was 

homosexual, Mailer was not abebe above altering testimony to make it appear that Oswald 

was homosexual and then gping farthur and writing about fyis non-existing nfmosexuality 

as a facte 

I referred above to Doan Andréws having told me that the way Liebeler handled 

the questooning he appeared to have said that Oswald was insssociation with those homo- 

sexuals who had come tosee him after being arrested ye fact Osuqld\as with a 

“edican and just happened to be at Andrews office at the same time as the 0 é 

On Pages 537, 538 and 559 Mailer alters those pages of what he presents as 

(vervatin Sede indies? tootinony, on tikis-verbetion- ROTTER It is that except 
frou what Mailer eliminated from it to make it give the false impression he gives it.



And what Mailer eliminated is Aer Andrews' separating Oswald and his Mexican 

? 
companion from the homosexualse Who in fact were of a spechgk kind. What Mailer does 

is doctor the testimony to make it lic. He does quote the fed: imony. But he eliminates 

pe 
what says and means the opposite of wha’ “giler is corrupted it to mean.l'or xample: 

dine ! | a 
“ihe — | Mr. Andrews. About 50...e1 wm went down for the ones represented. ese" 

Noy those three little dots Nailer uses to eliminate what disporves his fabrication. 

Wailer's first line on page 538 is: = es suc 

fn the couvse offnis he eliminates another question a another answer. kkexsie What 

Mailer eliminate: separated,Oswid w from h those homosexialse 
5 himrdley ual 

#he-50 A ndrews referred to were mostly transvestites who had been scopped up 

Wty 
in a police sweepe Fromthe Heeler Mailer alters the testimony there is no way of knowing 

  

the txt he eliminateds | Oo ess else CFRSS eC Benes OTL Ti EOL Le MELO eS 7a Tons 

fot all tite-space (Tere is what he eliminatyid that made it clear Oswdgies not with or 

agsocationed with the hsmosexuals¢ 
, Lperrt?, pac f° ‘i . i Gen t w 

Oboe, Liebeler’s "ney werent with Oswald, ere they?" And Andrewy 

& 
bens with "no." 

ry ? 

“Fo gic this more credibility Honest Norman, honest in the way hocG-shop opera= 

\ yweeé F Thu 
tors called cheawsines ‘aonest"; Hire6a - + : te on the preceeding pagee 

There Mailer has this sentence, referriVg to Oswald going to Andrews' offices 

‘hi "lip, Liebeler. The first time he came in he as with these see gal kifis." 

ae Loti what few words did Mailer eliminate, ¥ not Pro’ space consideration’ in his 

tome of more than 800 pages? Exactl4 what “ndxoews had told me, we ete and Wfthe 

pexican jz6-~ just happened to be there when the others were. Before Mfater altered the 

testimony and questioning te make themlie in support of his own fabrication about Oswald, 

what the trascripts says and Nailer eliminated I'1] underscore: 

"Mr Idebeler. ‘the first time he came in he was with these “exicans, and there | 

Were also some gay kids ‘ ens BXKxD 

Nay otty Norman makes the clegr statement that Vowald ms not with # those gays 

read, as he altered it on page 537,"tv. Liebeler. The first time he came in he was with
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a 
these eeegay kig kids." Witah hhewas_ not! 

Ma, Madler then quotes part of a antl of an Andrews response and then has 

his trety three dots acai he eliminates is that he never acacisay thosefi"'gay 

dds" Yond Oswald together again but that although they did not come back with Osyld 

the Mexican didet Ye4hose th/se little dots Meiler replced toot mony with replyded! 

10 lines as the commission published it. (11H 326) 

do make it apaar more reasonable, to eliminate what oauida clearly was not, a 

trnfavestite when those "gay kids" in question all were, Mailer makes more "improve- 

nents " in the supposedly verbatim UBOR he makes of the official testimony. On page 

538 he has iacboi asking Ne-veeS; "You say that some of the gay kids [that] the 

police arrested..ewere the ones that had been with Oswaatdd?" Andrews' response also 

has Mailer's three-dotting of truth. he has Andrewes respond only ,Yesees" What 

Heiter's used of "| that]|" and those three dots alimtatiee the time of all of this, Mailex's 

@aachinges naling t appear that the mt rgnsovstifte arrests were before the joint 

appearnce in us office of those people and Oswald when they were not together and the 

arrests were later and that they weds transvestites. Mailér was not about to add to 

his making an homosexual of Oswald also making him a transvestitte. #fhe words he 

gp three-dotted out of his trusting edawabea iiinds are that you sew at the time" 

which belong in place of [ that] ‘and to " the police arrested" and after "the police 

arrested, "tbis large group of them wearing clothes of the opposite sexe n 

The follows imediately after Lichen s asking 4hdrews what lasler eliminated, 

"They weren) {, with Uswald, were they?" and andrewgresponse of "ou" ened 34 4 
Without those dots 

Wnighr also made changes that altered the testimony/ so he could make it 

a g 
G@ppear to support his . lse story of Oswaldss a Agesexual, which is an indispensible 

part of his creating a false biography of OF Oswald as part is his falsification of 

history 
hsetroy by makingx@swaitixthexa pretending this this false character he makes up for 

  

Oswald makes him the assassine Thus onpage 538 he has Lieber lieleber asking, "Let ne 

i 10 
to pin don ‘how #@ it was after the first tom@Qse came in wit; these kids ghat Dey i un Sg #8 eg a as pane, sf 

got arrestedee Was it a omonht?" hat Andy ews(cleiminated, and he made the elimination 
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total- Socpisier' s viader has no way of knowing why Oswald went to ee Andrews- and it 

m { 
had nothing/to do with siex or any sexual preference. As Nailer pesseniyay this is 

[t uta 

after thew those three dots climinated those "gay ici ffds" as ‘etransvectites, ane to nake 

  

if appar that they were with Guat mol. what Mailer (ree-aotteay to make it appear 

that they were with oswa1a Wek Lt Was merely coinc§dence, they they happened to be in 

A4ndrews' office "at the same time." The n Malfier eliminated Andrews volunteering that 

Oswald "had come back with this Mexicano one more time," not with the gay kids. Refer- 

ing to thet eona tine that Mailer toree-dotted entirely out Andrews started to tell 

Libebeler that "the second time he came back, we #alked about the yellow=-paper dis= 

charge, about his status as a citizen, and about his wife's status." Along with eliminating 

this with three dots Hauler alos’ eliminated without any three dots whayldebeler said 

before "Let tme try and pin downe.."Lhese are (liedjere's words Mailer memory-holeds 

“Now before we get into thet, and then after a comma coms, Yet me fy to pin dowtnece." 

[filailer corrupted entirely, onesAundred pef.cent, Andrews ' testinony to make 

it appear falsely thst Uswald was homosexual and was with those/'gay kids" when he was 

3 not with them then Gr ever, when he was always with @ Mexican, and that SP eons and @™ 2 

Bus 
exclusive purpose in’Y geing to we Anas was abet his Phrine's discharge, his 

Citizensbip and his wife's status in this countfy. 

yard ib JMS more of this Mailerigzing of truth and fact at this point but I 

thonk the foregoing is suffiedith) Except for how Mailer winds it all up after his 

deliberate corruption of it to make 0 swald appear to be what he was not and never had 

been but what is important to flailer's nalcing him into something other than he was for 

his book's dishonest purposese Here are two excerpts from his two cevlfers paragraphs 

of his Chapter 2 of his “art IV: 

then, no more than another question to add to our understand- 

ing of Lee’s relation to Marina now that she is arriving and his 
vacation from matriage is over. CAN 

c * ig “js 
m The enigma of Oswald’s homosexuality might now be clarified 

v to a degree, except that we are being told all this by a man whose 
pet word, according to Posner, is not considered reliable. We have, 

—— 
—_—
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ratror. If he is homosexual at all, 
if the inner drama of his mar riage is that he is only half connected 
to Marina and the other half of him is drawn toward having sex 
with men, and if this need has been intermittently expressed i in 
his adolescence, his Marine Corps years and, covertly, in Russia 
and perhaps in Dallas, then the picture offered by Dean Adams 
Andrews takes on credibility. It certainly helps to explain those 
periods of desire for Marina that alternate in him with a lack of 
interest in Marina so complete that she complains aloud about it 
to people she does not even know well. In the sexual sense, it 
could be said that he seems marr ied to her no more than fifteen 
weeks in the year. (¢ bofk Fat 

    

Hailer's corrvpting of the official testimony to make it lie in supprt of his 

lies that is essential to hisfalse portarit of Oswald could not be more deliberate. It 

Could hardly have been more dishoneste “Mailer altered lid’beler's questions and comments 

and 4ndraws' responses to have #@ all mean heOsweed Oswold as in @en associations 

With homosexuals -f who weer were anrentedy when he was not. 
—_—=— Eee 

Au, mailer eliminates any other reason for Oswald having been in Andrews office 

fiban homosexuality. Mailer # altered the test’ imony tghave it lie and say that Oswald wine 

was to see Andrews with those homosexuals when Wea he was not with them, then S46 

or ever, was with a ie X ican, and with the specific purpose of {eolcing informatiion and 

perhaps help over his @igcharge, which had been changed from Apnorable to less than 
honorable; about his citizenship after having given the appearance of changing it to 

Russian and living there for two years; and about his wife's legal Situation as a foreign 

natwonals All of this “eiler knowingly, deliberately, changeg/ so he can treat it as "Bm 

“the enigma of Oswald's homosexuality." 

His chagér title, referring to Osea, is "He valks and Talks like a Ng" 

The question Mailer poses after this or Many sich chapters, but this ost parti=- 

cular, is can this chapter title be applicd to himself? Does he in the foregoing "talk 

like a man," an honored wifrter twico-(1i tzered? 

In fairness to the reviewers, they ad not have the familiarity with the actual 

evidence to be able to suspect that Mai lex{ Perpetrated such greés gross corruption of 

the of'fickal evidence to help him kale his phony case for his phony solution in hig
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phony book. If they had read y Uhiteanas! of which there is little possibility, there 

is eveft lesspossibility that they would have remembexber the truth about all of this as 

lL, of course did, more so because Andrews, with Drom I a developed a friendly rela- 

tonships, had #fcussed it with mo JA at some lencthe 

Howver, this does illustrate the importance for an honest publisher intending 

honest publication havig an authentic pr peer review, the forner tradition that Random 

House &ispend dispensed with for its lusty and enormously~promoted books is dishZnest 

support of the official sssassination nythologye Mailer's piddling revision of ovr history 

and he making an onhry difierent person of Oswald than he was would not have sus- 

vived competent peer revicWe 

“his nastiness of “adlerts making Ogwald into a homosexual in pursuit of gcc 

Maiter's ow ssi salvaging of his Minsk failureg is, as it was with de nfirenschi lat and set 

faring and his character-assassination of them, possible only by “ailer's total departure 

pts from what we all expeft and have every a to expect, all recognized standards a 

and twe&steo traditions of h nonfiction writings 

The totality of bis intent to be dishonest, of his actual corrupting of 

official evidence to make a knwoingly false case, is clear and without questione é 

ts did it as toa degree we have just seene 

meas “h, how the mighty have fallen! ener 20.4 .
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the / 

If those reviewing Hailer's monstrosity had paid \wael att#dtion ereviievers 

should they weit have remembered that 400 pages \arlLier Mailer printed what should 

have been definitive proof that Oswald was not homosexyal. He got it from the KGB, It, 
wh ot ty Lng borne ky wer Inna 2 

eri ar « ‘3 5 Jeruy: a . a 5 + J + - flenemper, had wiached Oswald axynd e cloekyvonto and off firorieys, into andwut of 

stares, movies, theaters, (Concerts, dsncés-everywhere he went. It had no reason even to 

> t f 

suspect that hetms homosexual. 
/ 

One of Nailer's KBG sources gave lim an ambiguous response on thise Mailer 

5 . ; i 
was trying to cook it up that far back. But ow, the one “ailer refers t© as Stepan, 

told him, as Nailer ended a chapter with it on page 135, 

‘i « Oswald didn’t exhibit any devia- 

tions. That was Stepan’s forthright statement. Before his marriage 

to Marina, they had observed that Oswald would “meet with a girl 

sometimes and take her home, and God knows what they did there. 

Sometimes he took her only to the nearest tram stop.” In that 

respect he led a normal, ordinary life, at least as they understood it 

by Soviet ways. If he was attracted to a lot of girls, that just meant he 

had what it takes—he was a guy. Otherwise, girls would have 

rejected him. “Besides, a homosexual reveals himself in his behay- 

ior,” said Stepan, “and in his interests, in his voice. Usually a homo- 

sexual has a thin voice, something feminine to it, and then, such a 

fellow is only interested in women in a formal way, but his eyes start 

blazing when he sees a man, especially—excuse me for saying it— 

when his butt is big. He is constantly showing up at public toilets, 

and often they perform their acts there. So a homosexual has cer- x 

tain constant, distinctive traits which can be used to flush him out, ZU 

and we didn’t observe such traits in Oswald. I spent all this ime 

thinking about traits because, before this, I had a case involving a 

homosexual and I knew a thing or two about such matters.”


